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DICK:

1. I have talked twice with Mr. Thomas Powers who is doing a long (circa 10,000 words) profile on you for Rolling Stone. He speaks pleasantly in a low key and does not appear to be a fanatic though, of course, there is no telling what will emerge from his typewriter or what changes in his manuscript his editors may make. He has promised to send me a draft of his article before it is published and I will of course relay any material in it of consequence to you.

2. Powers has asked me (via what used to be Angus Thuerman's office) if I would give him the dates of your visits to Vietnam. I have not replied and will not do so until I hear from you whether you would prefer that he be stonewalled or if you have no objection to his being given the dates in question, with no further amplifying data. Best regards. George. E2 IMPDET.
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